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Integrations

The wide range of integrations that Korbyt Anywhere 
makes possible are the most comprehensive you 
will find. So many options re-energizes your 
employees’ connection to the services they use, 
from data access to business applications. 
Enable SSO for faster, more secure access to and 
from every endpoint. Apply HR data—from job type 
to department or location—to deliver personalized 
content and employee communications.

Discover the full value of your tech investment: 
connected data, systems and people.



Korbyt Anywhere leads the industry with hundreds of data connectors, such as Amazon Connect, Salesforce, 
Workday, and ServiceNow — making it simple for your people to get to the data and applications they need from 
any desktop, web browser, mobile device and signage screen.

Incorporate relevant information and the right 
business apps into everyone’s day-to-day.

› Activate on-demand availability of information like payroll, 
 PTO balances, expense reporting, and other 
 enterprise systems 

› Connect to any data source to deliver tailored data and 
 communications to the right person, helping increase 
 productivity from managers to front-line workers 

› Integrate real-time, mission critical data 
 visualization from your Call Center, ERP, CRM 
 and supply chain management systems

› Manage your teams from anywhere with 
 existing or custom dashboards powered by  
 data from Power BI, Tableau, or Tibco 

Broaden the Definition of 
Workplace Communications
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Korbyt Anywhere makes it easy to build a Sonar: a flexible 
content module that can exist as a standalone URL, or as 
an embedded element into any screen, anywhere.

Broadcast your message to every screen with Sonar.

› Create a web-based communication channel, 
 displaying different content formats via direct URLs

› Integrate your URL-based Sonars into 
 browser-based digital signage

› Publish content and data direct to your intranet

Messages that travel 
to more places
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Streamlined user authentication gives your workforce 
friction-free access to the business content, resources 
and applications they need, from anywhere.

Secure access via digital signage screens, desktop, mobile 
and web delivers relevant content, communications, data 
and services tailored for each worker

› Make it easy for employees to sign into 
 Korbyt Anywhere endpoints with their current 
 SSO (single-sign on) credentials

› Provision alternate authentication methods and 
 endpoint access for employees without SSO

Personal Security, 
Personalized Experience
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Import and dynamically synchronize your people 
data with Korbyt Anywhere, to create a seamless 
user management workflow.

Securely integrate with HRIS data to 
enable a personalized workplace experience.

› Integrate with your existing HR system or 
 active employee directory to automate user 
 provisioning and deprovisioning

› Personalize communications by creating audiences 
 based on employee attributes such as job type, 
 department or location

› Analyze employee engagement and communications 
 performance based on employee attributes like 
 department or location

Put your employee 
data to work
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When you’re comfortable with your existing CMS, but 
want the advantages of Korbyt Anywhere’s extended 
capabilities, our Web Services and API model offers the 
power to customize. Use our API to automate content 
creation and distribution anywhere. Build channel 
specific feeds, publish and automate individual content, 
analyze the interactions — pretty much anything you 
can conceive in terms of data connection. 

Build the digital workplace experience you 
need with our APIs and support.

Power Your 
Technology with our API
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